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Car and Travel Chargers for Audiovox and Qualcomm

http://www.101cells.com has got a new shipment of new chargers in for Audiovox CDM8400
DM8410 CDM8450 CDM-8455 CDM-8615 CDM8900 PM8920 CDM9900 CDM9950 VI660
Toshiba-VM4050,Qualcomm Kyocera 5135 5235 Opal-S14, and Qualcomm Kyocera SE47
SE44 V5.

New York,NY (PRWEB) September 12, 2004 -- Cell phones are considered as a necessary essential. Cell
phones are widely used in the business world to have access to fast and easy communication. Because of the
intensive use of cell phones, the batteries always run out. There is always a need for chargers.

http://www.101cells.com carries all variety of car, travel, desktop battery chargers for different phone models.
Car chargers are convenient when there is a need to charge your cell phone on the way to work, on the way
back from work, or if you are just driving somewhere and the battery are running low. Travel chargers are
handy when you are at home or at a hotel. Travel chargers plug into any wall outlet. Desktop chargers provide a
stand for your cell phone will it is charging. With the two slot function of the desktop charger, you can charge
your phone with the battery and another battery by itself. The Desktop chargers also have a battery bar to let
you monitor the charging duration of your battery or phone.

http://www.101cells.com has got a new shipment of new chargers in for Audiovox CDM8400 DM8410
CDM8450 CDM-8455 CDM-8615 CDM8900 PM8920 CDM9900 CDM9950 VI660 Toshiba-
VM4050,Qualcomm Kyocera 5135 5235 Opal-S14, and Qualcomm Kyocera SE47 SE44 V5. Phone chargers
always comes in handy in any time when a cell phone needs to be charged. Cell phones are used everyday now,
and it is an essential, so keep your phone charged, and ready for use.

There are other car chargers, travel chargers, and desktop chargers that http://www.101cells.com carry for
different phone models. http://www.101cells.com has chargers for Audiovox, Sony Ecrisson, Motorola, Nokia,
Nextel, Qualcomm-Koycera, Samsung, and Siemens. Each phone needs it own charger, and
http://www.101cells.com has that charger.
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Contact Information
Helen Huie
MATCHBOXESLLC
http://101cells.com
2126272632

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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